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The BH Slews 
Vol. 61, No. 65 Bowling 'Green 'State University Tuesday, February 21,1978 
Groups submit budget 
requests to ACGFA 
F.dimrs noli': This is the first of (wo articles wrapping 
ip last weekend's Advisory Committee on General Fee 
UlnrallMM hearings. 
By Cheryl Geschke 
Staff Reporter 
Representatives from 18 campus groups submitted 
budgets to the Advisory Committee on General Fee 
Allocations (ACGFA) last weekend for consideration of 
funding through genera 1 fees. 
Student Activities requested a budget of $35,650, a $2,000 
increase from this year's general Ue allocation. 
Richard I.enhart, assistant vice provost for student 
affairs, said his organization "fills in the voids" for 
groups that do not receive general fee funds and aids 
development of student-initiated groups, such as the 
Asian Hoots program. 
I.I'.NHART SAID F.VF.RY organization would charge 
admission for events that now are free if they were not 
funded through the Student Activities office, and that his 
office controls the budgets of groups that do not have a 
University budget. 
His office also finances homecoming, orientation, 
Sunday films and summer programs, Lenhart said. 
A new activity planned for next year is the Good Times 
weekend. Lenharl said, and it is designed to involve the 
community. The program cost estimate is $750. 
I .enhart said a $1,000 increase in communications costs 
is caused by increased printing and paper costs. 
Till-: BOARD OF Black Cultural Activities iBBCAl 
requested $17,675, a $7,375 increase over the current 
budget. 
A large portion of the budget would be used for 
programs such as Women's Awareness Week, Black 
History Week, mixers, movies and speakers. Some of the 
activities also would be co-sponsored by other groups. 
BBCA plans to buy a sound system for the Amani Room. 
Commons, if sufficient money is allocated next year. 
BBCA member Ananais X Pittman, said the purchase 
will increase the flow of students and the Amani's 
business. 
' WE TRY TO borrow a sound system and we get the 
runaround. If we do our own programs, we won't get the 
hassle and the slap in the face," he said, adding that the 
BBCA would allow other groups to use the facility. 
Pittman said the BBCA also wants to renovate the 
Amani. He said the group would like to hang some black 
history pictures in the room and they must be financed by 
the BBCA. 
"You know you can't have all the money you want," 
ACGFA member Ann E. Shanklin said. 
Member James f). Whalen suggested that the group 
launch some fund-raising projects to help finance ac- 
tivities. 
WMKN ASKED if the BBCA overlapped with the Black 
Student Union IBSUI, which asked for $15.04:1. a BBCA 
member said tliat the BSU is "strictly political." The 
BBCA is activity-oriented, although the two organizations 
do overlap because of similar interests, he said. 
"But it is wise to cooperate with each other." Pittman 
added. 
BSU representative Kenneth Williams, said the 
organization worked "for the benefit of all students last 
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NOT i)l I; I ■: Buy ro Mountain, but it's the best Bowling Green can offer. Becky Miller, sophomore. 
m i s HI < null hack up the hill at the University golf course after skiing down the 'slopes.' After a 
i i"ii    g      ii living diiunhill rnmes the difficulty of the long trudge up. 
SGA reviews its constitution 
By Cindy Leise 
Slali Reporter 
Student Government Association 
(SGA i discussed proposed revisions of 
their constitution last night that one 
SGA senator said would add to the 
checks and balances between SGA 
officers and senators. 
However, it was expected that the 
discussion would carry until Monday's 
meeting, "or it will be an awfully long 
night,  S( i A president Bob Wolf said. 
Earlier in the meeting, SGA tallied 
their projects concerning the campus- 
wide cutbacks in electrical usage and 
allocated money to send lumps of coal 
to President Jimmy Carter, Gov. 
James A. Rhodes and other leaders to 
press for a quick end to the electrical 
slHirlage caused by the nationwide coal 
workers strike. 
Tl IF.Y ALSO finalized plans to build a 
thermometer'' detailing the 
University's conservation efforts using 
kilowatt hour data provided by the 
olheials in the physical plant. It will be 
built in front of the Union with the help 
of Freddy Falcon today. 
Norman H. Bedell, director of 
technical support services, told SGA ol 
the really -super job" students wcic 
doing cutting back on electrical usage 
uid SGA pledged to be in close com- 
munication with University officials to 
offer further aid. 
llotles A. Dellays. assistant 
professor of environmental design, 
spoke on vandalism problems that have 
surfaced during the past few years, 
saying that students may now be 
wrecking what they built." 
He explained that he and lb students 
prompted the city to revitalize the 
downtown in 1973 and new storeirouts. 
Hi! |,:.iuling.s and "a lot of window 
washing made the city appealing. He 
said costs of the vandalism, including 
an estimated $i, .IKHI in funds to replace 
damaged or torn-down trees "is now 
pulling the downtown in a reversal.' 
.SGA promised to discuss the matter 
further at their next meeting. 
Chuck Norton, a representative of the 
Union Activities Organization also 
spoke at the meeting on LAO goals and 
needs. 
Inside the News 
FK \ TURKS. . ."Vanities" was the theater offering this weekend. 
News theater critic Jim Flick has a review on page S. 
Weather 
Cold, occasional snow 
High Ml-'MO 
I A>« III- i -IS (i 
2(1 percent chance of snow 
Model views nudity from artistic perspective 
By Kathy Kruse 
Staff Reporter 
While at the University, many 
students pursuing art careers expose 
themselves to at least one life drawing 
course. 
Recognizes self-confidence through her job 
No doubt, they leave such classes 
with various impressions of nudity. 
But what is the perspective of the 
model, silently posing, just beyond the 
sketch pads? 
Since last September, Sue, a student 
and aspiring fashion designer, has 
spent about 18 hours a week modeling in 
the buff. 
PEOPLE THINK its ironical that a 
person interested in clothes design is a 
nude model," she said. "Really, the two 
are closely connected. Having a further 
knowledge about the human frame 
helps you understand how clothes fit 
people-where contours and stress 
points are located." 
Newsphoto by Gerry Nemeth 
Although she describes herself as 
inhibited, Sue said that a spark of ad- 
venture led her to inquire about 
modeling late last summer. 
"I had read a book about artists and 
their models, and these women had 
Renaissance figures. They were small 
on top and big on the bottom and they 
had long, flowing hair, like me," she 
explained. "I guess I'm classically 
beautiful, not fashionably." 
With the help of a photographer 
friend, Sue began to compile a portfolio. 
After her private sittings for the 
portfolio, Sue was prepared to face a 
roomful of life drawing students. . 
.almost. 
"I HAD TO learn to sit still for long 
periods," she said. "That takes a lot of 
self-discipline. What are you going to do 
when you've got an itch, or your nose 
tickles?" 
"During the first class I didn't even 
have the courage to look around the 
classroom," she recalled. "But I soon 
came to realize that students aren't 
judging me as a woman, but they're 
looking at me artistically." 
Sue admitted, however, that last fall 
she was often shocked by renderings of 
her form. 
"Sometimes I was offended when I'd 
see myself. I would want to say I don't 
have that many rolls on my stomach' or 
something. But I've been told that my 
body is easy to expand on and 
sometimes artists' sketches of me are 
very complimentary. 
•rrs CHANGED me in that I'm 
more at ease with myself anytime," she 
continued. "Now that I'm not being 
judged, I'm no longer hung up on 
achieving a great figure. If you've got a 
camera model's figure, you're 
probably so boney that on paper you 
look   like  something  from  a  prison 
camp." 
It is difficult for Sue to identify with 
camera models. 
"They are told what clothes to model 
and what makeup to wear over their 
flawless complexions, while I think up 
my own poses and do what's com- 
fortable, " she said. 
But what makes a nude model feel 
comfortable? 
According to Sue, dim lights, 
pleasant music and sensuous fabrics 
draped in the background or over her 
limbs help create a relaxed mood. 
"People ask why I'm usually smiling 
when I pose," Sue said. "Well, I play 
mind games with myself most of the 
time." 
■ FOR THOSE few hours every day, I 
think about all the things I've got to do. 
I organize the rest of my day. I design 
clothes. I just think about everything I 
haven't had time to think about yet: 
whatever needs my attention." 
And who could blame her for curling 
up the corners of her mouth when she 
remembers her handsome $4.50 hourly 
wage for playing "mind games'".' 
However, there are occupational 
hazards. 
"It doesn't take 'that kind of girl' to 
be a nude model, but I've had to con- 
vince a lot of people of that. If I thought 
any part of it was perverse, I wouldn't 
be doing it," Sue noted. 
"But it's really given me a healthier 
attitude about a lot of things. I 
recommend that anybody who has 
hang-ups about themselves try it." 
Those who are less daring might 
consider enrolling in a life drawing 
course. It could be revealing, from 
either side of the drawing board. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth.. 
clear the ice 
"Slip-sliding away." 
More than three and a hall weeks after the infamous "Blizzard of '78." 
this popular Paul Simon song is a likely theme for students, faculty 
members and administrators who must slip and slide on icy University 
sidewalks. 
How long must we wait before the sidewalks are cleared of ice? 
The sun has cleared off more ice than have University maintenance 
crews. 
The News realizes that sidewalk snow removal was not the most 
pressing problem facing maintenance crews immediately after the storm, 
but nearly four weeks later, it should be a high priority issue. 
And that doesn't mean waiting for the sun to melt the ice in April. 
support big brothers 
Big Brothers are needed in Wood County. 
This week is Big Brothers Appreciation Week in Bowling Green and 
the organization is looking for more volunteers to work with fatherless 
boys. Area Coordinator Ray Cutway said. 
"Right now we have 15 boys who have asked for a Big Brother but who 
just have to wait, because there are not enough volunteers to go around." 
Cutway said. 
Under the supervision of a professional caseworker, a Big Brother 
becomes a friend to a child lacking adequate adult attention. He spends a 
few hours a week with his Little Brother talking, sharing activities and 
helping fill a gap in the boy's lile. 
Being a big brother requires a lull-year commitment because attention 
also is needed during the summer months. Cutway said. 
If you have the time, be a Big Brother. It will be a rewarding ex- 
perience for you and your Little Brother. 
paulpourri 
turning off watt is not needed 
University officials, in their quest to 
reduce the use of electricity on campus, 
have suggested that students refrain 
from using appliances and turn off any 
unnecessary lights. 
In order to monitor the voluntary 
curtailment, the Electricity Con- 
servation Patrol has been formed, an 
auxiliary of the Energy Control and 
Water Purification Department. 
Nicknamed the "Watt Squad," the 
patrol patrols every area of campus, 
offering suggestions for ways that 
students can aid in the cause. 
MY FRIEND MIKE is one of the 
squad deputies. He let me accompany 
him on his rounds last night. 
The first building we entered was 
South Hall. The only light glowing on 
the first three floors was on a pop 
machine, which Mike promptly un- 
plugged. 
"Won't people get upset if they buy 
warm pop?" I asked. 
"Nah, it's for a good cause. They 
know that." Mike said. 
We climbed the stairs to the top floor, 
where the studios for WFAL and 
WBGU-FM are housed. Mike burst into 
one room, startling the announcer. 
"All right. Watt Squad, why do you 
have two lights on?" Mike demanded. 
"I'm sorry, I meant to turn one off. I 
forgot," the announcer replied. 
"FOOL, THIS B a crisis. There is no 
room for forgetfulness. We'll have to 
take punitive measures." Mike turned 
out both lights. 
"How will I see to read?" the an- 
nouncer cried. 
"Make do," Mike replied, tossing him 
a candle. 
We proceeded to Founders. As we 
passed through the lobby, the desk 
clerk began to explain that we needed 
escorts. 
"It's okay. We're with the Watt 
Squad, lady," Mike said. 
"Oh forgive me," she replied. "I 
couldn't see you, it was so dark." 
We walked the halls, listening for 
stereos ("If you can hear them in the 
hall, they're louder than necessary."), 
turning  off lights, unplugging water 
fountains ("They survived without it 
during the blizzard, they can survive 
again.") and investigating anything 
suspicious. 
"A good way to check light violations 
in a room is to look at the bottom of the 
door, to see if any light is escaping," 
Mike suggested. "If it is, then they 
probably have the top light on. a major 
waster." 
"SOUNDS PRETTY involved," I 
said. 
With retained dignity, Mike strutted 
out of the bathroom. I sheepishly 
followed. 
HAVING FINISHED Founders, we 
proceeded to the third floor of the 
Administration Building, where the 
Levis Computer Center is located. 
"Do we need all these lights on?" 
Mike asked the evening attendent. 
"I suppose not," he replied. "Turn 
some of them off." 
Mike flicked some switches, then he 
'Nicknamed the "Watt Squad," 
the patrol patrols every area of campus, 
offering suggestions for ways 
that students can aid in the cause.' 
.1   I 'ttWi anil guest columns 
'ii i t •'•mt;nn (he author's name, 
a'Hr -..  ami  telephone number 
•r    v i HealiiHi.        Only    that 
e.      . Hiiiilenee   which   can   be 
'I will V published in the 
"It's serious business," Mike replied. 
Suddenly, he stopped and listened 
closely. 
"What do you hear? " I whispered. 
' 'A dryer, and a big one, 1,000 watts at 
least. Hurry," he said and he dashed 
down the hall and burst into the 
bathroom. Amid screams by startled 
and embarrassed residents, he grabbed 
the dryer from its owner and tossed it 
out the window. 
' 'Are you crazy?" the girl shouted. 
"I was going to ask you the same 
thing," Mike replied. "Those things 
take more juice than this whole 
bathroom. Do you want us to have a 
blackout?" 
noticed a big plug In the wall. 
"I wonder what this is. I bet it uses a 
lot of electricity." he said as he pulled 
the plug. 
The entire computer blinked off. 
"Maybe, we should leave," Mike 
said. "That guy might get mad at us." 
We continued the round by inspecting 
Shatzel and Williams Halls, the Union 
and Prout Hall. Other deputies were 
patroling the rest of the campus. 
When we got back to Mike's room, 
after his rounds, he collapsed on his 
bed. I suggested that we go out and get 
a pizza. 
"No thanks, I'm tired," he said. "I 
don't think I have the energy." 
guest columnist — Steve Hesse 
studying for union 490 
I have long been desirous of guesting 
a column on these pages, but I have 
nothing to complain about, and nobody 
needs another controversy, so I won't 
suggest that all dogs on campus be shot 
on sight. 
I would, however, like to talk about 
Union 490, and some of the insane 
people I've met there. A slice of life, as 
it were. Like Wonder Bread, only dif- 
ferent. Oh, well. 
Union 490 (Inilependant Study I is my 
favorite class this quarter. It meets 
before, after and sometimes during 
regular classes. I go almost every day. 
As I enter the Falcon's Nest—the Bird 
panama 
ToTedPaliobeis: 
Why this misguided. Cold War 
mentality Ted? Listening to you one 
would think that the fate of the entire 
world rested on the United States 
retaining what in essence is just a lot of 
useless real estate. 
I fail to understand how you can 
ignore what the Canal represents to the 
people of Pa.iama and the rest of Latin 
America. They arc symbols of two 
terribly cruel and heavy handed in- 
struments of a foreign policy that is no 
longer used. Someone should inform 
you that once something is dead it can't 
be brought back to life. Consider 
yourself so informed. 
"Colonialism" and "imperialism" 
are dead and have been that way for a 
long time. And regardless of how much 
you scream and holler they will stay 
that way. 
Of course Ted we all know that you 
would lead us to Paris Island as soon as 
the shooting started. Granted it is not 
an immediate threat but if the treaties 
are not signed it could become one. It 
seems a shame to have to fight when a 
few pieces of paper would save so many- 
lives and money. Not to mention our 
relations with the rest of Latin 
America. 
As to those ridiculous comment* 
about the U.S. Navy they only prove 
that you lack even a basic familarity 
with U.S. military history. Especially 
in the area of surface naval tatics. 
Please allow me to enlighten you. The 
aircraft carrier has been and will be for 
the next ten years or so the backbone of 
the U.S. Navy on the surface waters of 
the world. How it got there is a long and 
complex story, suffice it say that during 
the Second World War, in the Pacific, 
the carrier proved an offensive of 
unequaled power. That remains true 
even today, at least on the surface. 
If you watched the production of 
"Midway" last week you can begin to 
imagine what a carrier armed with 
today's modern weapons and nuclear 
weapons could do. 
By your own admission aircraft 
carriers can't make it through the 
Canal. The carriers are the important 
part of a "carrier task force" and 
without them the remainder ot that 
force is in a crippled state. I suggest 
you go to the library and do some 
reading. While you are there pick up a 
copy of Eric F. Goldman's K- • I '.mis 
With Destiny. Head the section on 
Teddy Roosevelt and the Canal, you 
might lose a few of your miscon- 
ceptions. In the mean time let the cool 
heads of reason run the country. 
Bob   Last 
225   Rodgers 
harp seals 
This letter is a plea to the students 
and faculty of this university as 
humanitarians, concerning the 
slaughter of thousands of baby harp 
seals in Canada. 
In March, the massacre will begin 
again. The quota system that was 
established is failing, with herds 
decreasing so, that the hunters couldn't 
find enough to fill it last year. 
Because of concerned citizens in 
many countries (including the pelt ban 
in France), the major processing 
company is reported to have 
warehouses of pelts that cannot be sold. 
And still the killing goes on. 
Even the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources, the world authority on 
endangered animals, has now taken a 
position on the controversy and asked 
for a moratorium for 1978. The con- 
tinual treatment by Canada of these 
migrating seals as if they were a 
private possession is a threat to the 
very existence of the species. 
The API (Animal Protection 
Institute, Inc.) has asked that its 
members and friends show their 
feelings by sending personal protest 
postcards or letters en masse asking 
for a ban on the killing of the harp seal, 
beginning on Feb. 21,1978. The address 
is: Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau — 
Office of the Prime Minister — Ottawa, 
Canada Kl A OA2. 
If you need a postcard, the API has 
made up sets of ten different types, 
each asking for the ban, and giving 
different reasons for it—free for the 
asking.   Anyone  interested  in  using 
these cards or wanting more in- 
formation may contact me or write and 
ask for the Harp Seal Protest Package. 
The address is: The Animal Protection 
Institute of America — P.O. Box 22505 
— Sacramento. California 95822. 
Please join to stop this unnecessary 
and inhumane slaughter which could 
possibly bring about the extinction of 
the harp seal, and start sending your 
protests today. 
Suzanne Price 
KI9 Fourth St., Apt. 11 
university 
gets nod 
I am a transient student from the 
University of Toledo who is taking 
courses here at BGSU this winter. 
Comparing the two Universities is not 
an easy task. They both are fine in- 
stitutions. Throughout the winter, 
however, glaring differences have 
come to my attention. Let me share a 
few of these with you. 
The women at BG. Wow! I must say 
they take a commanding lead over TU. 
I walk through McDonald dorm in the 
morning and my day just picks up. 
Kinda well scrubbed, you might say. 
BG loses in the library. People don't 
talk out loud at Carlson Library in 
Toledo. They do here. Not only do 
people talk out loud here, they also eat 
pizza, smoke, and party in the library. 
How is anyone supposed to get any 
studying done? Also, the fact that you 
have to pay 25 cents for a typewriter is 
cheap. At TU they are free. 
The student run newspaper and radio 
stations in BG are by far superior to 
those of the University of Toledo, in my 
estimation. WBGU-FM and The BG 
News are professionally produced, and 
very slick. You should be proud of 
yourselves. 
TU does have a nice athletic facility 
in Centennial Hall. I also like the com- 
pactness of the campus at TU. It is 
very easy to get from one place to 
another. 
Who is the winner in the battle of the 
campuses? BG gets the nod. 
JoelC.Feick 
707 N. Main St. 
osu fans 
unruly 
I, an avid hockey fan here at BG, was 
appalled by the unsportsmanlike 
behavior demonstrated two weekends 
ago in Columbus by the OSU fans and 
players. These people seem to think 
they have the divine right to do about 
anything they want to help their team 
win. 
To begin with, the banners that were 
hung around the arena were primarily 
intended to insult individual BG 
players, and even coach Mason. I am 
proud to know that here at BG, we don't 
and wouldn't do that sort of thing to 
other teams.     • 
Secondly, on Saturday night, the Ohio 
State players themselves had the of- 
ficials examine the sticks of a couple of 
BG players for legality. Although I 
freely admit to OSU's privilege to this, 
it was nevertheless a cheap trick. 
The idea was to have a couple of 
Bowling Green's biggest scoring 
threats put in the penalty box. They 
were somewhat successful in this stunt, 
since John Markell's stick was found to 
have too much curvature, but it really 
didn't make any difference in the 
game's final outcome. 
In fact, after serving his sentence, 
John got a goal, with a legal stick, to 
which an Ohio State player responded 
by swinging his stick at him. 
I also have learned that a number of 
OSU people near the WBGU personnel, 
who were broadcasting the game, 
repeatedly yelled profanities. Some of 
these were undoubtedly picked up by 
the WBGU microphones. Requests to 
ushers to put an end to this were in vain. 
One would almost think the only thing 
that prevented a recurrence of last 
quarter's incident at Northern 
Michigan was that there was a large 
number of Bowling Green fans in at- 
tendance. I just hope something is done 
to curb such behavior, or the future of 
collegiate hockey may be in Jeopardy. 
BobSchafer 
606 Offenhauer East 
Room to those in the Know—I am glad 
to see that everything is In its proper 
place: The Guitar Man is there. (Who is 
that dude, anyway? It ,he ever leaves, 
they should put up a memorial.) 
I SPOT GINGER and sit at her table. 
"Hey, beautiful," I say casually, 
recalling Robert DeNiro in "New York, 
New York." Ginger makes a squalking 
noise, shakes her curls, jumps up, and 
runs around the table twice. Ginger has 
far more energy than she knows what to 
do with. She is talking about something 
I don't understand, even a little, when 
Rose approaches. Beautiful and 
mysterious, she wears oversize glasses 
(rose-tinted, naturally), a baseball cap 
pulled down to her ears, and a scarf 
wound around her face, so that very 
little of her Is visible. 
' 'America is the only nation ever to go 
from barbarianism straight to 
decadence, without stopping for 
civilization in between," she an- 
nounces. 
"Wonderful," Ginger replies. "Now 
sit down and shut up." It's all in fun, 
and as Union 490 gets rolling, our group 
grows. Len and Ben strut towards us, 
arms interlocked. As they reach the 
table, they shout in unison: "Hi! We're 
just..two Wild and Crazy guys!" They 
guffaw, slap each other on the back, 
and sit down. 
Mike Curb joins us next, a hangdog 
expression on his razorlike face, and he 
begins to sing. "Ohh, gonna stick my 
head in a plastic sack, doo dah, doo dan. 
Tell your friends you won't be back, oh 
doodah day..." Three choruses later 
he collapses on the table. 
NOW THE DISCUSSION begins In 
earnest, sharp and quick. We talk about 
the weather ("Man, it was so cold last 
night..."), classes ("Man, Early Druid 
Lit is such a drag..."), Irene Ball 
("Man, I'd We to find out where her 
head is at, but I'm afraid to ask..."), 
and our chances of getting a job after 
graduation (two—slim and none). 
Most of us are "artistic" students 
(read "weird"); painters, designers, 
and the like, with a preponderance of 
Creative Writers, or "gas station at- 
tendant trainees" as I cleverly call it, 
over and over again. 
Sometimes I feel like Ernest 
Hemingway, sitting in a Paris cafe with 
William Faulkner, et al, discussing our 
latest masterpieces and engaging in 
witty repartee. 
IF THE TRUTH were told, most of us 
picked our majors with having enough 
time to laze around the Union each day 
as the main criteria. 
Eventually people start to drift off, 
going to class, going to meet a dealer, 
whatever. I finish my ninth cup of 
coffee and my umpteenth cigarette, 
flirt one last time with Gladys (who has 
her stuff together more than the rest of 
us combined, but who plays the dumb 
blonde role better than Marilyn 
Monroe), and get up to leave. 
As I pass the Guitar Man, I think, 
"Wouldn't it be great if this were 
reality and everything else was Coney 
Island, instead of the other way 
around?" 
Steve  Hesse  is  a student at the 
University. 
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*w   From AHociatad fnn Report*. 
Remedy testing pay is nothing to sneeze at 
Got a cold? Dr. John T. Connell of Newark, N.J.. will pay you $30 to $50 a day to sit in his 
office and sneeze. 
Connell, a specialist in nose problems and allergies, is one of dozens of experts throughout 
the country who test cold remedies for drug companies trying to find out how well their 
products work. 
"I'm an independent investigater," he said. 'They come to me. I design an experiment 
to try to solve their problems and then we talk about a fee." 
Connell ran an ad, "Head Colds Wanted." on Jan. 9 in connection with his latest test. 
Since then, he has heard from more than 600 suffering volunteers, of whom 200 qualified. 
"I don't want people who are only doing it for the money," he said in a telephone in- 
terview. "They have to be between IB and 60, and not have a history of heart disease, high 
blood pressure or other complications." 
On a recent winter day, Connell ushered eight cold victims into his office at8:20 a.m. and 
fitted their nostrils with plastic cups connected to a machine that measures nasal airflow. 
He was testing a liquid cold medicine with an alcohol and sugar base, one of the 50.000 non- 
prescription cold remedies on which Americans spend an estimated $700 million a year. 
The subjects were given varying potions: the decongestant part of the medicine the cough 
suppressant ingredient, an aspirin substitute, a plain mixture of sugar and alcohol or the 
medicine itself. 
Each hour, the test subjects filled out a computer program card telling how many times 
they sneezed and blew their noses. Every half hour, Connell measured the airflow through 
their nostrils. 
In between, the volunteers watched television, shot pool or played games. They were 
served meals and got *I0 for staying all day; anyone who stayed past 7:30 p.m. got an extra 
$2U. 
Tentative coal contract 
may cause end of strike 
The striking United Mine Workers and a 
major independent coal company reached 
a tentative contract settlement yesterday 
that could set a pattern for an industry- 
wide agreement to end the 77-day coal 
strike. 
But Carter administration officials 
cautioned that major roadblocks remained 
and began testing congressional sentiment 
for legislation to force an end to the strike. 
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall con- 
ferred with the chairmen of the House and 
Senate committees which would handle 
any legislation to halt the dispute. 
After the talks on Capitol Hill, Marshall 
was called to the White House to confer 
with Vice President Walter F. Mondale, 
Energy Secretary James Schlesinger and 
others. 
Officials said Carter's options for in- 
tervening in the strike include one or a 
combination of the following: invoking the 
Taft-Hartley Act ordering miners back to 
work, seeking legislation for a temporary 
federal seizure of the mines or legislation 
imposing binding arbitration to dictate 
contract terms. 
The tentative agreement with P&M Coal 
Co., & Gulf Oil Corp. subsidiary, was taken 
to the union's 39-member bargaining 
council for review. 
If the contract is approved by the UMW 
leadership and rank and file members 
employed by P4M, the company could 
begin producing coal, helping to ease 
shortages in some areas. 
But more importantly, the tentative 
agreement could bring pressure on the 
Bituminous Coal Operators Association 
IBCOA | to reach a settlement. 
Soviet red carpet laid 
for Syrian arms purchase 
Syrian President Hafez Assad flew to 
Moscow on an arms-buying trip yesterday 
- the fourth hardline Arab leader opposed 
to Egypt's Middle East peace initiative to 
visit the Soviet Union within a month. 
As the Soviets laid on a red carpet 
welcome for Assad, a top U.S. envoy 
returned to Jerusalem to try to resuscitate 
the stalled Eyptian-Israeli talks, and the 
Israeli cabinet began a major 
reassessment of its attitude towards the 
peace bid. 
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Alfred 
Atherton told reporters at the airport that 
he will try to draw Jordan into the 
negotiations. 
Atherton's attempts to find an agreed set 
of principles for future peace talks bet- 
ween Egypt and Israel were suspended 
three weeks ago when Egyptian President 
Anwar Sadat visited the United States. 
"My return at this time underlines the 
importance the United States attaches to 
continuing in the peace process," said 
Atherton. 
He is to be nominated by President 
Carter as ambassador at large with 
special responsibility for Middle East 
negotiations. 
New federation to fight 
'plight of the middle class' 
For $15 a year, middle Americans can 
join a new organization that says it'll be 
their grassroots voice in government 
"We're not out witch hunting," said 
Robert Acomb, a Cincinnati advertising 
executive and one of the founders of the 
Middle American Federation, Inc. "We 
are a political education organization. Our 
role Is to educate." 
Middle Americans are tired of paying 
higher taxes and tired of watching their 
paychecks being swallowed by inflation, 
Acomb said. 
"We were complaining about the plight 
of the middle class," Acomb said, ex- 
plaining to a news conference here 
Monday how the group came about. "We 
agreed we were the ones paying the 
largest share of the taxes and yet we were 
being taken for granted.'' 
"One thing that motivated us is that 
many people feel greatly excluded from 
the political system," said Robert L. 
Miles, a public relations official for 
General Electric in Cincinnati and 
described as a co-founder of the group. 
"One of the real basic problems in the 
country today is that...congressmen are 
sitting in Washington working on 
Washington issues," Miles added. 
Nazi's letter reveals final 
thoughts before his death 
A German newspaper has published a 
suicide note attributed to Hermann 
Gerring in which the Nazi Reichsmarshal 
told his wife, Emmy, he would have ac- 
cepted an Allied firing squad but was 
killing himself to escape the indignity of 
hanging. 
The newspaper in Bonn, West Germany, 
Welt am Senntag, said the former air force 
chief and No. 2 man in the Nazi hierarchy 
wrote the letter in his prison cell shortly 
before poisoning himself on Oct. 15,1946, 
two hours before the scheduled hanging. 
The paper did not say how it obtained the 
letter. 
"Death by shooting I would have ac- 
cepted at any time. But the Reichsmar- 
shal of Germany cannot allow himself to 
be hanged." the letter said. 
The letter, addressed to "my heart's 
only love," was said to have been con- 
fiscated by the Allied authorities who 
found it in Gerring's death row cell at 
Nuernberg prison. 
He was jailed there after World War II 
with 21 other top Nazi officials convicted 
by the Allied war crimes tribunals. The 
remainder of the 11 sentenced to death 
were hanged between December 1945 and 
May 1947. 
The note indicated that Gerring 
possessed the fatal cyanide capsule from 
the start of his captivity - thus appearing to 
rule out the possibility that an accomplice 
slipped it to him in his cell. 
"I take it as a sign from God that he 
allowed me to keep the means to free 
myself from all earthly things, through all 
the months of captivity, and that it was not 
discovered." said the letter. 
White House denies chief 
aide's barroom mischief 
The White House released 33 pages of 
statements yesterday to counter a story in 
a newspaper gossip column that said 
Hamilton Jordan, President Carter's chief 
aide, spat a drink down the front of a young 
woman's blouse in a Washington singles 
bar. 
The Washington Post reported Sunday 
that two witnesses told reporter Rudy 
Maxa that on the night of Jan. 27, Jordan 
and two friends tried to strike up con- 
versation with the woman at Sarsfield's 
bar. It said Jordan introduced himself as 
"Harvey Phillips." 
In the course of the conversation, the 
Post said, Jordan wrote the woman a dirty 
limerick and rubbed the small of her back 
until her repeated efforts to remove his 
hands finally discouraged him. 
When he failed to distract her from a 
conversation with another man, the 
newspaper said, "Jordan filled his mouth 
with his drink and spewed it down the front 
of her blouse." 
White House Press Secretary Jody 
Powell said that when he heard last Friday 
that the Post had prepared the story, an 
assistant to White House counsel Robert 
lipshutz was dispatched to talk with 
several witnesses, including the bartender 
at Saraf ield's who served Jordan. 
Daniel V. Marshall III, the bartender, 
gave Lipshutz aide Mike Cardozo a 24- 
page, signed statement. In it, Marhshall 
said: 
-"There was no spitting of drinks or 
throwing of drinks or anything..." 
-"My judgment was that these girls 
were being jerks and had too much to 
drink;" 
-"The girls were overbearing and 
everybody had a few drinks and I think 
that he (Jordan) made it obvious that he 
didn't want to talk to them anymore." 
Female's role in society questioned 
Women's studies: Here first 
ByTomGriesser 
Staff Reporter 
"Effective education of 
any kind is consciousness 
raising." 
For the University's new 
women's studies program, 
the starting point will be to 
encourage questioning of 
socity's sexual values, ac- 
cording to its recently ap- 
pointed director, Dr. Susan 
S. Arpad. 
The program, approved 
last October by the Ohio 
Board of Regents, is the first 
in the state to offer a bac- 
calaureate degree or minor 
in women's studies. 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
study among departments 
provides the basis for the 
baccalaureate degree, 
Arpad said. Students will be 
encouraged to specialize in 
areas relating to their in- 
terest and careergoals. 
"I think I would recom- 
mend   a   dual   major   for 
almost anyone in liberal 
studies," she said, adding it 
would improve employment 
opportunities. 
Many areas of 
specialization exist within 
the program, Arpad said. 
For example, pre-law 
courses could be combined 
with a women's studies 
major or students interested 
in affirmative action 
programs. 
Arpad said journalism is 
another field in which 
women's studies could be 
beneficial. 
"A LOT OF newspapers 
have stopped running 
traditional women's pages. 
They are beginning to deal 
with topics such as working 
women and divorce," she 
said. 
Other posssible 
specialization areas include 
social work, nursing, 
physical education and 
gerontology. 
Two new courses in 
women's studies also will be 
Dr. Susan S. Arpad 
offered next quarter. 
Arts and Sciences 100, 
which Arpad will teach, is an 
introduction to women in 
society viewed from 
historical, psychological and 
other perspectives. 
HOPEFULLY it will be a 
consciousness-raising 
course. One of the problems 
is that we are raised to ac- 
cept  things  as natural.   I 
think its necessary to shake 
women out of that com- 
pacency to see other 
possibilities for their lives," 
she said. 
Because the course will 
deal with stereotyped views 
of femininity and 
masculinity, Arpad said she 
hopes men also will enroll. 
"I happen to like men in 
the class because it raises 
questions about their own 
identities. Stereotypes are 
only effective if we par- 
ticipate in them," she said. 
IN ADDITION, a senior 
seminar in women's studies 
will be offered under Arts 
and Sciences 300. The class 
will meet with graduate 
students enrolled in English 
570, Teaching Women's 
Studies. 
Twelve faculty members 
from various academic 
areas will teach the course 
and also participate in 
classroom activities. This 
ensures that the faculty is 
exposed to views outside its 
areas   of   specialization, 
Arpad explained. 
As an interdisciplinary 
program, women's studies 
will be.able to use skills of 
faculty members from a 
wide range of studies. For 
that reason, Arpad said she 
would not favor the program 
being given departmental 
status. 
ARPAD SAID she believes 
the move to establish the 
program is the result of the 
women's movement, which 
is reflected at the Univer- 
sity. 
In the past, a few students 
have graduated with liberal 
arts degrees, specializing in 
women's studies, Arpad 
said. 
During the 1972-73 
academic year, 305 students 
enrolled in women's studies 
courses. By 1975, that 
number had jumped to 1,209, 
which Arpad attributed to a 
larger number of related 
course offerings and in- 
creased student interest. 
Course popularizes barbershop music 
BvShi-rrlK inline 
A barbershop quartet 
under every tree on every 
campus. 
This is one of music 
professor Wallace E. De 
Pue's goals. He introduced 
barbershop music at higher 
education levels and teaches 
a course at the University. 
The course is designed to 
instruct men to sing 
gloriously De Pue said. He 
divides the class into 
quartets to prepare a 
repertoire, and sends them 
on singing engagements. 
De Pue said the quartets 
are requested to sing at 
events throughout Wood 
County. 
Within the last two weeks, 
television  stations  WDHO, 
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1-24 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Llcenied Gyneco/oglsf 
CLOSE TO OUR AREA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODERN TECHNIQUES 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800-362-1205 
WBGU and BG-TV 7 have 
filmed barbershop music 
activities. 
THE    POPULARITY    of 
barbershop music is growing 
in this area, partially 
because of the University's 
course, De Pue said. 
De Pue created the world's 
first barbershop opera titled 
"Something Special." The 
opera premiered in 1976 at 
the Toledo Masonic 
Auditorium and has been 
televised in Northwest Ohio. 
The opera evolves around 
the boxing match between 
John L. Sullivan and James 
J. Corbett. 
ENROLLMENT   IN    the 
course, open to faculty as 
well as students, has tripled 
since it first was offered fall 
quarter. A Sweet Adelines 
course, barbershop singing 
for women, is being planned 
for next fall, he said. 
Music theory instruction, 
quartet singing, sight 
singing, ear training and 
choral practice are included 
in the course syllabus. One 
does not need to know how to 
read music, but can learn 
while enrolled in the class, 
De Pue said. 
Pure barbershop music is 
sung in folk, spiritual, 
hymnal and contemporary 
pop arrangements. 
De Pue said amteurs 
sound better singing pure 
barbershop music because it 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" has 
been in choirs much of his 
life, including the Columbus 
Boys Choir at the age of 
eight. 
makes the overtones ring, 
creating the illusion of eight 
voices rather than four. 
De Pue, also the composer 
of a grand opera titled "Dr. 
Electrical usage drops 
Electricity consumption by the University fell to 101.352 
kilowatts on Sunday, about -10.000 kilowatts below usage 
before unphmenlation of Plan I of the campus cutback 
program. 
I- rank I.. Finch, superintendent ol maintenance ser- 
vices, said Friday and Saturday s usage figures of 111.000 
anil lul ,43] kilowatts were also below normal figures. 
He said a program started Friday involving rotating 
shutdowns of the electric circulation fans in steam-heated 
buildings on -.ampus has saved a lot of electricity. Cut- 
backs in outside hunting has trimmed one ol tin- largest 
chunks Irom campus electricity usage, Finch said. 
- And people are starting to turn oil things like water 
I tnm 'in fountains! even before we It'll them to." he 
S.llll. 
The yearbook staff has been working hard all year to 
produce one of the finest KEY'S in BGSU's history. 
Along with the excellent coverage of the school year in 
stories and photographs, the yearbook will include a six- 
minute record you'll have to hear it to believe it!! 
Time is running out...be sure to reserve your yearbook 
today! Just call 3/2-0086. 
^••••••••••••^•••••••••••••••^•••••••••••i? 
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ALL GREEK TEA 
SATURDAY, 
MARCH 4 AT 7:00. 
BE THERE - ALOHA! 
r**" 
Special of the Week 
Liquid Gold Necklaces 
with your choice of a 
Mother-of Pearl pendant 
with gold wire wrap. 
were $4.99 ]\ow only $2.99! 
jewelry ilru bo: 
* 
325  E.   Wooster 






Sure. But its quality depends on 
your life during college. 
Your college degree and grades are 
most important. But, in today's com- 
petitive job market, you may need 
additional credentials to land the job 
you really want. 
As a sophomore, you need to look 
ahead. At what you can offer an 
employer... your education, work 
experience, leadership abilities. And 
at how you can increase these assets 
during your last two years of college. 
While looking ahead, look at the 
Army ROTC two-year program. 
Management training. Leadership 
experience. Financial assistance. 
And new opportunities for your life 
after college as an officer in the 
active Army, Reserve or National 
Guard. 
For details, contact: 
Captain John O'Neil 
157 Memorial Hall 
or call 372-2476 
MARKETING CLUB 
Sign-up for Chicago Trip 
In B.A. Building - 1st Floor. 
1st 42 people to pay $15.00 
Deposit will be assured of going. 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO 




O HAVfcN HOUSt 
• PlfcDMONT APRTS -8TH & HIGH ST. 
• BUCKEYE HOUSE-649 SIXTH ST. 
• BIRCHWOOD PLACE-650 SIXTH ST. 
• MEADOWLARK-818 SEVENTH ST. 
• SMALL BLDCS-BETWEEN 6TH&7TH ST. 
FEATURES 
• 2 BEDROOM-FURNISHED 
• CAS HEAT & AIR-CONDITIONING 
• LAUNDRY AREA IN EACH BLDC. 
• TENANTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY 
• LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• ALL  RESIDENTS HAVE USE OF B.G.'S ONLY 
• YEAR   ROUND POOL WITH LARGE CAME & 
► PARTY    ROOM      HUCE    FIREPLACE.    PING 
• PONG.  POOL TABLE.  PIN BALL MACHINES. 
• KITCHEN, PIANO & COLORED TV* 
OTHER RENTALS 
• HOUSES. EFFICIENCIES. 1 BDRM 
e FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED 
• MODEL OPEN - COME & SEE 
READ 
THE 
BG NEWS Our country was founded on principles of individual 
freedom. From this free choice 
concept evolved our free en- 
terprise economy which has 
taken us to the highest standard 
of living history has ever known. 
Many of us do not fully un- 
derstand the economic system 
in which we live. Come and 
learn more about our American 




















111 SOUTH HALL 
B.G.S.U. 
Check your Greensheet for other 
listed events. 
Sponsored By Students for Free Enterprise and Glenn E. Mohre and Assoc.. The Ohio 
National Lite insurance Co , The Northwest Bank ol Ohio! Schoolklds' Records. 
ECONOMIC 








Sign up tomorrow from 7:30 
830 a.m. for non-school 
schedules (business, yover 
nment agencies and graduate 
schools) and Thursday from 6 
7 p.m. for school schedules In 
the Forum o* the Student 
Services Bldg. A data sheet 
must be turned in at the time of 
sign-up. Students must also 
turn In two data sheets or 
resumes to establish a 
credential file or they will not 
beallowedfo interview. 
Requests for some type of 
standardization in resumes 
and data sheets have prom 
pfed the Career Planning and 
Placement Services to require 
candidates signing up for 
interviews to complete and 
present at the time of sign up a 
standard data sheet for each 
organization with which he or 
she wishes to Interview. 
BUSINESS 
March 6 
Hill's Dept. Stores. Retail 
management     trainee:      B 
retailing. 
Navy Nurse Corps   Nurses: 
B nursing. 
March 7 
GM-HydraMatic   Division. 
Accounting:     B accounting 
Production-material control: 
B business   administration   or 
product control.   Purchasing: 
B purchase   or    process. 
Traffic:      product   control  or 
traffic. Production: B 
business    administration    or 
industrial management. 
John    Hancock.        Sales 
position:  Ball majors. 
NCR. Financial analysts: 
MBA with accounting or 
finance. Systems analysts: B 
or M information systems or 
computer science. Associate 
buyers: B or M purchase or 
process. Personnel 
representative: B human 
resource   management    or 
MBA. 
Ohio     Bell     Telephone. 
Marki'tinq sales:   B or Many 
major. 
March? 
Haskins A Sells. Accounting 
and auditing services: B or M 
with concentration in ac- 
counting, or MBA with 
significant courses In ac- 
counting. Management ad- 
visory services: M-business 
with concentration in finance 
accounting control. In- 
formation systems or OAC. 
Small business services: B 
or M accounting or MBA with 
significant accounting and 
related courses. Tax services: 
B or M with significant 
courses in accounting and 
taxation. 
Roadway express. Auditor: 
B business with three courses 
in accounting. 
March 10 
Gimbels Executive trainee- 
merchandising: B or M- 
busmess. home economics, 
marketing or retailing. 
Carlisle Allen. Management 
trainee: B business or liberal 
arts. 
Delco Products Dlv., GMC. 
Material, inventory control: B 
or M business Manufacturing 
c >H"qi' graduate trainee:  Bor 
M-business. Production 
supervision:  B business. 
SCHOOLS 
March 6 
East    Cleveland    Board    of 
Education. All    secondary 
areas. 
March! 
Lakewood   Schools.      All 
arras. 
March 9 
rroy   schools.    To   be  an 
nounccd. 
Wooster City Schools. 
Secondary: Health, English, 
earth science, and math. 
Elementary education: vocal 
and general music (elemen 
tary) physical education 
(grades! 1?). 
Mt.   Vernon   City   Schools. 
Teachers math,    science, 
English or special education. 
March 10 
North      Ridgrville      City 
Schools. Secondary: 
elementary education, LO. 
Campus Calendar 
Campus Calendar is a daily listing ot campus events 
tm<< tings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a ser- 
vice to readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free 
and op*n to the public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar 
forms are available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 
J ? ?003. There is no charge for submitting events to this 
s< ition. 
r    ES'>AY 
Clothing drive 8 a.m.. Mam Lobby, Rodqers Hall. Collection 
t* oinsfor Goodwill Industries. 
Economic Awareness Week   10 a.m  3 p.m.. Foyer. Union. 
Information booth. 
Prayer me« imu 12:30 I p.m.. Tart Room, Union. Inter 
Varsity Christian Fellowship. 
University Performing Dancers !>:30 p.m., 201 Hayes Hall. 
Dance auditions. 
ReMdmcr Lite Association  6 p.m.. River Room, Union. 
Environmental interest Group / 30 p.m.. Faculty Lounae, 
Union. Representative from Columbia Gas will speak. 
La unnmUe Estudiantes Lalmos   I 30 p.m., 207 Hanna Hall. 
Tutor urn session ; JO p.m., 10? Business Administration 
BUig. »-or Accounting 271 and 222 students, sponsored by Beta 
Alpha Psi 
Women in Communications, inc 8 p.m., Croatian Harrison 
Room, Union. Dons Firestone, Public relations director for 
St. Vine nt'l Hospital, will speak on interviewing. 
Bcmamin   Franklin   Society   8   p.m.,   20V   Moseley   Hall 
Disi ussion ot Sy/ygy magazine. 
SkatmciClub 8 10p.m.. Ice Arena. 
PanhellemcCouncil   9pm, 200Moseley Hall. 
L"    'ir •. anil Classev 
"The Great American Bread Machine" 12 30 p.m., 102 
Hanna Hall  An Economic Awareness Week event. 
H< alth and Community Services lecture  3 p.m.. Assembly 
Room,   McFall  Center. Miriam  Schoroedr,   MT,  from  St. 
Lharh 5 Hospital in Toledo, wilt speak on hospital 
laboratories. 
biarhng a  Small  Business  /30930 p.m.. Center  lor Con 
fmu'-ii Learning,  1V4 S. Main St.   $3 tee and prereoistration 
#
 r< quired. 
En        >.ii."itenl 
Faculty swim   11  30 a.m   1/ 30p.m.. Natatorium. Admission 
!% cents. 
L- fittier Shop 2 6 p.m., qround floor, Oftenhauer West. Fea 
tor leather. 
UAO Eight ball tourney  6 30 p.m., Buckeye Room, Union 
Part ol si* week series ot competitions    Entry fee is$l. sitin 
up m dorms and UAO othce. third floor. Union. 
' Bye Hyo Braverman" comedy film- 7:30 p.m., 10S Hayes 
Hatl. Admission SO cents, sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group  . 
Concrt 8 p.m.. Recital Hall, Music Bldg. Monmba 
Envnibl' will perform. 
Student swim  B:30 10 p m , Natatonum. Admission 75 ( enis 
Classifieds 
LOST • FOUND 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••it* 
Key found in Treadway pkg. 
lot   Feb.   16.   Red  ring  with 
initials J.D.J.. other side "3 
J's'2 5627. 
Pr  ot ladies glasses found on 
Lehman SI. 352-2729. 
RIDES 
Rides  needed to Ft.  Lauder 
dale. Can leave anytime finals 
week  Please call 2-2840. 
SERVICESOFFERED 
Pregnancy   Aid   8.    Under 
standing.   EMPA.   Emotional 
Material Pregnancy Aid. 352 
9393 8.352 1488.  
GET VOUR INSTANT COLOR 
PASSPORT PICTURES AT 
GROSS PHOTO. 188 S. MAIN 
BG 3528160.  
PERSONALS  
Summer jobs guaranteed or 
money back. Nation's largest 
directory. Minimum fifty 
employers-State. Includes 
Master Application. Only 
S3 00 Sumcholce. Box 645. 
State College. PA 16801. 
Alpha Slgs-Thurs. Nltewasa 
big  success  because  of  you. 
TlMnks lor your help     ZTA 
Sammy. TKSA. Don't worry 
'Bo. we'll get them one day. 
Counting windows on late night 
walks. Falcon Plaza and eyes 
like hawks. Give us time, their 
hearts will be won, I never 
knew I could have such fun! 
Love, P.B. 
The White Rose Formal Is 
drawing near. In 11 days it will 
be here. So KD's get your dates 
and don't be late, 'cause this 
year's Formal will be great! 
RICK KINOBERG-SoundS 
like a "Kember". walks like a 
"Kember". Oh well, |uit 
testing   you   anyway...You 
passed!  
Seniors who are graduating at 
the end of winter quarter 
should call the KEY office 
(372 0086) and arrange to have 
their yearbook mailed home. 
The charge Is tl.50.  
Friday the 10th, what a 
wonderful day. for that's when 
the pledges took me away. Off 
to a cabin, did all of us go. Get 
ready Xi sisters, they're ready 
I  know.   Luv,  Your  Hostage 
Cindy.  
Only 4 more days until the 
Alpha Xi Delta Winter Formal. 
Xi Pledges are psyched for a 
great time! 
Vlckl—We all were surprised 
8. excited too. when the candle 
stopped at you! 
Congratulations to you and 
Rick on your Alpha Xl-Theta 
Chi lavalering. Love, The Xi's. 
WFAL  brings you the MID 
NIGHT    HOUR    With    Blue 
Oyster Cult's "Spectres". 
What's   your   favorite   radio 
station? Answer WFAL can be 
awinner! 
WANTED 
1 F. rmmte. needed now. Furn. 
apt. between campus & town. 
Own bedrm. 352 4753.  
1 F. rmmte. needed to sublet 
apt.  for   Spr.   Otr.  Close  to 
campus. Steph. 352-7133. 
1   M.   rmmte.   needed   for   2 
bedrm. unfurn. apt. 352-4380. 
1 F. rmmte. needed for Spr. 
Qtr Call 352 6681.  
1 F. rmmte. Close to campus. 
$90 mo.  not includ   ufIt.  352 
2430.  
M. rmmte. needed for spacious 
furn.. 2 bedrm. apt. All utn. 
includ. exc. elec. Only $65 mo 
372 2642    ask   for    Francis 
Mexeze.812TFrl. 
1  F. rmmte. needed for Spr. 
Great  location. S2u0 qtr.  Pat. 
3722003.  
Rmmte. needed Spr. Otr. Close 
to campus. 352 5712. 
1 or 2 F. needed for next yr. 
$59 mo. Elaine 352 6681. 
3 or 4 people needed Spr. Qtr. 
to sublet </7 house. Very close 
to campus. 352<W43.  
F. rmmte. Wtr. 8. Spr. Otrs. 
352 5464.  
1 F. rmmte. for Sr. Otr. Close 
to campus. 352-3396. 
1  F. rmmte. needed for Spr. 
Otr. Close to campus. 352 4737. 
Need 1 or 2 easy going M. 
rmmtes. lor Spr. Qtr. Campus 
Manor. 352 9234.  
1   M.   rmmte.   for   Spr.   $90 
includ.    util.    1    block    from 
campus. 352-4733. 
1 F. rmmte. Spr. Otr. $72-mo. 
Sixth St. Call 352 4725. 
1 or 2 F. rmmte. needed Spr. 
Otr. $60 mo. 8th St. Apts. 352 
5592.  
H6LPWANTED  
Program    oriented    people 
nr'-<i.-olor summer positions at 
Camp Akita. For info, contact 
Julie at 352-4804 or Sandy at 
372-5625. or see Interviewer 2- 
22 78 in Wayne Rm. of the 
Union between 8-5. 
Babysitter pt.-time for 3 
children. Must be qualified. 
Call 352 6867 tor interview. 
Attention Special Ed. majors. 
Counselor positions open for 
Y.E.S. Residential Camp for 
Mentally Retarded Girls. 
Located In Palnesvllle, OH (E. 
ot Cleve). For info, call 1 874 
1777 after 6 p.m. 
Students to sell "Blizzard of 
'78" tabloid in B.G. SO percent 
commission—get paid same 
day. Call Becky at 352 7041 
NOW. Opportunity will not last 
long) 
FOR SALE 
FREE kitten needs loving 
home! Adorable jet black 
female only  10 wks. old. 669 
9814.  
Size- 38 navy blue pea coat, 
brand new, too small, 
originally paid $75, will 
sacrifice for $50. Call 372-3972. 
Sound System, 2 microphones 
& amp. mixer comb. Will only 
sell as a unit. Exc. cond. 372 
1635, Kelly.  
1977 Scout II, Blue with writ, 
striping. 304 V8 automatic. 
Rear seat, tree-lock rear axle, 
rust-proofed. In excelt. cond., 
deluxe Interior & exterior, 
Myer's snow plow—ph. 649- 
9473 after 7.  
2 Utah 3 way air suspension 
loud speakers.  Excell. cond.. 
$65. 372 6903. 
FOR RENT 
Single room for M. to sublease 
Spr. Otr. Furn. near campus, 
$262 50 gtr Call John at 353 
1585 or Mrs. Carty at 352 7365. 
Apt. to sublet, l bedrm., furn.. 
$l83mo.. includ. util. Neep 
deposit. Near laundry 8. 
Kroger's. Call 353 9314. 
FS or Rent—10x50 mobile 
home located across from 
campus. Good cond. Sell $2900 
or best offer.  Rent $150 mo., 
plus util. 352 0100.  
Rockledge Manor. 2 bedrm.. 2 
full baths. Furn., now Ieasing9 
mo.. 12 mo. Call 352 3841 alter 2 
p.m. 
Apt. available Spr. 8> Summer 
Qtr. Pets OK. 352 9350.  
2 bedrm. apt. furn. central air. 
exc. cond., $350 entire sum- 
mer, 521 E. Merry. Call 352 
6489 or 352 6447. 
Campus Manor now renting 
tor Summer. AC, most utilities 
pd. Special Rates. Ph. 352 9302 
or 352 7365 eves.  
We do have openings at 824 6th 
St. at $280 mo. 8. 336'/i S. Main 
at $160. Please call Al Newlove 
at 352-5143.  
|HURSTIN MANOR APTS. 
Air Cond., fully carpeted, 
cable TV, efficiencies, laundry 
facilities. Now leasing for 
Summer & Fall. 451 Thurstin. 
352-5435.  
Apt, lor rent. 352 2356.  
Deluxe Ig. I bedrm. Has stove 
5. relrig. Close to Univ. 352- 
5689. 
Houses, apts.. 8. single rooms 
for  summer  rental.  Ph.  352- 
7345.  
House for 6-7 F. students, '/i of 
house, 1 bedrm. lor 3 F. 
students. 2 bedrm. apt. for 4 
students. Single rms. for M. 8. 
F. students. All near campus, 9 
mo. leases. 352 7345.  
Mid-Am Manor now leasing for 
summer & fall. Call 3524380 
between 2 6. 
make tracks to paglioi's for a terrific chef's salad •«*••* 
... or chooi* from our othor groat moals.        pagliai's is open Sun. 4 p.m.-Midnight: Mon.-Wed. 11a.m.-la.m pk   «o TC71 Thurs., Fit, Sat. lla.m.-2a.m. Pi. JM-79/1 
Debut proves 'best show of quarter' 
Tnevla">. February 21,1S7J The BG New* Page 5 
By Jim Flick 
Ever wonder what hap- 
pens to cheerleaders after 
high school? Or sorority girls 
after college? 
Ed Magels's tragic-comic 
Second Season production of 
"Vanities" last weekend 
provided    one    answer- 
perhaps not an accurate or 
cheery answer, but an in- 
teresting one. 
And an entertaining one. 
After a disappointing theater 
season so far this quarter, 
Magel presented a quality 
show that kept the audience 
enthralled for its entirety 
and brought his directoral 
debut a  long, enthusiastic 
ovation. 
"VANITIES" is the story 
of three very different 
cheerleaders in a small 
Texas town and sorority 
sisters in college. They 
discuss their hopes, fears 
and confusions as they grow 




SORRY TO BE SO SOS 
PlCKXIS. BUT WHEN 
AH ATTORNEY CALLS, 
YOU CAN'T BE TOO 
CA&FUL, Y'KNOW? 
mBETITS,NEPHL=U! 
6000 OC MAN IUUIAHS HUMS 
NeUS. TO NTBMEW ME FOR. 
UNCLB *C REDSKMSMAM- 
PUKE'      AGE* KSITON' 
mi, te CHECKED 
«,?   cvrmnEsune 
UQUI   mcmwes 
COM? monmspcm ■  wmtiLWs.. 
AM0N6 OTHER THINGS. ITSEEHS 
HE IMS QUITE IMPRESSED WITH 
M>'DETAILED'KNOWLEDGE OF 
THE NEW WORK TWITS BEIN6 
DONE WITH HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
SIB&DS! 
FEB. 21, 7:30 PM ■ FEB. 23, 7:30 PM 
A PUBLIC HEARING FOR THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF A SIDEWALK ON 
SOUTH COLLEGE FROAA6TH ST. TO 
NAPOLEON WILL BE HELD THUR- 
SDAY, FEB. 21 IN THE CITY AD- 
MINISTRATION BUILDING-2ND 
FLOOR (304 NORTH CHURCH). 
YOUR PRESENCE WOULD BE 
CRUCIALFOR THE APPROVAL OF 
THISSIDEWALK. 
Ad Sponsored By The Student Government Association 
FEB. 21, 7:30 PM - FEB. 23, 7:30 PM 
£   cvrv/\ Want to go to t\f\S)   * 
SPAIN 
but can't? 
The next best thing is the 
Spanish Wing! 
/ 
Centrally located next to the Union. Prout Hall offers larger rooms, a 
friendly atmosphere. 24-hour visitation, and an optional meal coupon 
plan. 
If Spanish is your major or minor, if you will be in the Spanish Cluster 
spring quarter, or if you have a-strong interest in Spanish, contact Dr. 
Mercedes Junquera Flys in 243 Schatzel: 372-2468. or at home: 353- 
1643. Be sure to call now! 
****************************** 
up and apart during the 
three scenes. It was a series 
of pajama party, girl talk 
scenes. 
The characters grow up 
before the audience's eyes. 
At first, the girls are nearly 
indistinguishable as silly 
cheerleaders. As the 
characters are fleshed out in 
the first scene, they have 
similar attitudes and 
dreams, yet are very dif- 
ferent people. 
In Act II, the characters 
began to drift apart. Even 
their accents changed. 
And in Act III they were 
three very different women, 
all bitter, trying to relive a 
friendship long-since lapsed. 
THESE   TRANSITIONS 
were all handled well by all 
three actresses. 
Kristin Carr was out- 
standing as Joanne, the 
happy homemaker who gets 
what she wants-and finds 
reality isn't what she 
dreamed. 
As a comic bubblehead, 
Carr's child-like portrayal 
brought big laughs with lines 
that weren't all that funny, in 
themselves. Her affected 
Texas accent and scatter- 
brained style made 
everything she said funny. 
YET, CARR brought out 
the pathos of the character 
through the humor, as she 
became an immature, 
disillusioned alcoholic. 
Cold and bitchy was Mary, 
played by Lori D'Angelo. She 
by Garry Trudeau 
gave an adequate but 
disappointing performance. 
Too cold, too bitchy, too 
underplayed. Some very 
funny lines bombed because 
they were too understated. 
D'Angelo did bring out the 
underside of Mary's 
character and the changes in 
her. 
Kathy, played by Janis 
Porter, was caught between 
these characters. Confused 
and sensitive, she finally 
drops out of the mainstream 
of life, away from her hopes, 
and becomes a kept woman. 
She hosts the tea-champagne 
party in Act II that starts as 
a reunion but ends in 
despair. 
PORTER IS nicely subtle 
in the role. She seems 
genuinely directionless. For 
that reason, the audience 
identified with her. Porter's 
portryal allowed that and 
invited genuine empathy. 
Three cluttered vanity 
tables in the background and 
several amorphous, in- 
terchangeable white boxes 
comprised an interesting set. 
The simplicity of the 
foreground focused attention 
on the actresses, and the 
vanities were symbolic of the 
changes that occurred in the 
characters. 
The actresses made their 
costume changes on-stage at 
the vanities during in- 
termissions, another sym- 
bolic act and interesting 
ploy. Skillful use of lighting 
effectively moved the 
vanities off-stage when not in 
use. 
There were a few minor 
errors-missed lines and 
poor lighting cues-but they 
didn't hurt the show. Magel 
put together a strong show. 
Everything worked. 
Even bits that were flawed 
came across well. 
It was. overall, a well-done 
show-the best on campus 




The International Coffee Hours will be held from 2-4 
p.m. today and Thursday in 16 Williams Hall. Sponsored 
by the Libyan Arab Student Organization, the event Is free 
and open to the public. 
Key applications 
Applications now are being accepted by the Key, the 
University yearbook, for the position of editor in 1979. Vou 
need not be a journalism major to apply. Applications are 
available at the Key office, 310 Student Services Bldg. 
Deadline is March 3. 
Big Brother volunteers 
Big Brothers of Wood County is recruiting volunteers 
for its programs this week, during the Diamond Jubilee 
Anniversary. 
Persons wishing to volunteer as a Big Brother or 
register a child may contact Ray Cutway at 352-5177. 
Dance auditions 
Auditions for the University Performing Dance Com- 
pany will be held at 5:30 p.m. today in 201 Hayes Hall. 
Persons trying out should dress accordingly. All 
current members of the company must attend. 
Auditions are open to all and no preparation is 
necessary.  




NO, NO, I JUST 
THOUGHT YOU MIGHT 
BE REPRESENTING 









year, in sparking the creation of the ad hoc panel on 
University Police policies and procedures. According to 
BSU member Stephen R. Arrington, the BSU eliminated 
lung-distance telephone calls. He said the $8,293 projected 
increase in fee allocations is attributed to the increase of 
programs expenditures. 
BS HOPES to make a $1,000 contribution for next 
year's homecoming to provide activities of interest to 
minorities. Arrington said. 
Other proposed program expenses include funding for 
Black History Month. African liberation Day. a trip to 
Washington D.C. and Ethnic Studies Writers-in-Residence 
program, he added. 
Kenneth W. Simonson, BSU member, said he believes 
this year's funding, reduced from ACGFA's recom- 
mendation of $11,000 to $7,500 by the Board of Trustees, 
was inadequate.'' because, he said, he felt the BSU 
lustified its expenditures. The Graduate Student Senate 
(GSSi decreased its funding request from $15,000 to 
$13,095. 
Till. YEAR, the group spent $800 on tables and cabinets 
and will not need the money for that expenditure next 
year, said Narbeth Emmanuel. GSS president. 
The Bowling Green Gay Union iBGGUl reapplied for 
funding. It received $1,125 this year and asked for a $944 
increase, making the budget total $2,068. 
The proposed boost occurred because the BGGU hopes 
to get an office and a telephone would have to be installed, 
at a cost of more tlian $100. Greg Muntean said. The 
BGGU currently uses the I jnk as a referral source. 
But, ACGFA Chairman Richard H. Eakin said he does 
not see any clue of vacant office space in the next several 
months. 
The group also included money in its budget for 
speaker! such as former Congresswoman Bella Abzug. 
and books for the University library, Muntean said. 
J\MR8 A. SULUVAN, faculty member of ACGFA, 
suggested the group look to academic departments for aid 
in financing books. 
Muntean said only $200 has been spent to far this year, 
but that the BGGU plans to have speakers visit the 
University next quarter. 
The Commuter Center asked for the same amount of 
funding as this year. 
The Young Socialist Alliance (YSA). has formed a 
chapter at the University and asks for $2,385 in funding for 
next year. 
Representative I.auren Sugerman. said the purpose of 
the group is to educate students and raise alternative 
points of view on important issues. She said the YSA 
shares some of the same members as the Human Rights 
Alliance. 
ACGFA members expressed concern as to whether the 
YSA was a partisan political group, because the com- 
mittee does not fund such groups. 
"We are not affiliated with the Socialist Party. We do 
raise Socialist ideas and promote current, issues,'' 
Sugerman said, stressing that the group is "strictly 
educational. " 
But. she said she thinks it is important to bring can- 
didates to the University who have different points of 
view. 
ATTENTION SENH 
Going on to Medical School! 
THE U.S. NAVY HAS FULL SCHOLARSHIPS 
INCLUDING STIPEND AVAILABLE. FOR 
MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
MEDICAL  PROGRAMS  REPRESENTATIVE 
16101 Snow Rd., Brookpark, Ohio 44142 
or Call  522-4830  (Collect) 
Are you tired of ... 
Paying an arm & a leg 
for a room? 
Stereos blasting 





A QUALITY APARTMENT 
AT A QUALITY PRICE. 
319 E. Wooster   353-3641 
Whip Lake Superior twice 
leers win CCHA crown 
By Bill Paul 
SUII Reporter 
Tri-captain Dave Easton issued a warning to the rest of the 
nationally rated teams after the Falcons clinched the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association I CCHA I championship by 
virtue of a convincing 9-1 triumph over lake Superior 
Friday. 
"We know that there are a lot of good teams out there, but 
all I can tell them is watch out for us^' Easton said after he 
and his teammates had turned in what may have been their 
best performance of the season. 
The Falcons, ranked 8th in the WMPI. coaches poll and 5th 
in the NCAA ratings, then raised their record to 23-7 and 
increased their school-record home winning streak to 16 
games with a 9-3 win Saturday. 
• TIIEYItE .11 ST AWESOME," said lake Superior Coach 
Rick Yeo. who admittedly became a convert to the group that 
believes Bowling Green is a bonafidecontender for the NCAA 
crown. If they play the way they did tonight." Yeo said on 
Friday, I can't see anyone beating them and that includes 
the Montreal Canadian! " 
Yeo couldn't fault his team for the9-1 thrashing despite the 
■>5 Falcon shots launched at lake Superior goaltenders 
Murray Skinner and Greg Ziiumer. 
If you can believe it." he said, "I really don't think we 
played badly at all. They i BGI seem to be solid from top to 
bottom, but their forwards really impressed me. They are so 
quick and they cut to tlie net so well they make their own 
scoring opportunities. They may not be that big, but they're 
strong. They were knocking some of our biuyest guys off the 
puck.' 
III ".SIM IK nutshonting the lakers by a 28-6' margin in the 
In st period, the Falcons led only 2-1 at the end of the first 20 
minutes. 
Murray i Skinner I kept us in it," said Yeo. "But there 
was no way he could keep it up all game long." 
By the second period Skinner could no longer repel the BG 
attack. Tom Newton beat the netminder with a well placed 
shot in the lower right-hand corner from the left face off 
circle to cap a three goal outburst and give the Falcons a 
comfortable !>-l lead. 
when BG scored three more times in the first 3:44 of the 
third stanza, Yeo pulled Skinner in favor of Greg Zimmer, 
but 2U seconds later Tom Newton greeted Zimmer with a 
lamplighter for a hat trick. 
GOALIE BRIAN Stankiewicz was tested only 22 times, but 
lost his bid for a shutout when he lost control of the puck after 
making a good save in the first period. 
"1 thought I had it covered." said Stanky. who raised his 
personal record to 16-3, "I couldn't see where the puck was. 
but the official said it was still loose." 
The Falcons weren't as sharp on Saturday, particularly 
defensively, but netminder Wally Charko couldn't have been 
happier. 
The freshman was masterful in turning away 37 Lake 
Superior shots, some of the dazzling variety, which brought 
chants of "Wally Wally" from the standing room only crowd 
of 2.1158. 
■ I NEEDED A game like this," said Charko, who was 
pulled in the first period in a loss at Western Michigan two 
weeks ago. ' For me this was the most important game of the 
season. It was my fault we lost at Western and I knew I had 
to do it tonight. Once I got going the crowd really helped.'' 
Charko, who has been tested infrequently in games he has 
played earlier this year, welcomed the laker's shot on- 
slaught. 
I prefer a game where I'm kept busy." he said. "In a 
game like tonight you have no trouble staying alert. A lot of 
slmts on goal keep you in the game." 
Ours went in and theirs didn't." was the way Falcon 
coach Ron Mason summed it up. 'Wally was sharp in goal, 
especially in the lust period, but let's lace it we're playing on 
pride. You don't have to have a mental letdown, but you have 
lo lind a happy median. There is no ase going in there and 
getting your head smashed in. The playoffs are coining up in 
iwo weeks and they are really a new season. Teams get new 
lives and you want to be luo percent yourself." 
HI • I■'. II VR I'MAN increased his Bowling Green goal mark 
lo Hi5 with a hat trick on Saturday to pace a balanced Falcon 
attack, as lo dillcrent Falcons scored goals on the weekend. 
We have great overall balance." Mason said. "We check 
well and we don't have to rely on one or two hues to do all our 
■coring. That's OUT strength. We don't care wlio scores mst 
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Newspholo by Dave Ryan 
4   \')WI   ni'".l>-".<>uliiig Green freshman Joe Faine finds himself in betweeen two 
,V ■     I   Mi   ii   .ii |il in : - in Hi.' l-aliiins 66 11 victory Saturday. 
Dayton routs women 
A taller more talented 
Dayton basketball team 
proved to be too much for the 
Falcons as they dropped an 
8047 decision Saturday at 
Anderson Arena. 
Dayton (13-;ti, out- 
rebounded BG 60-38, which 
proved to be the Falcon's 
downfall. 
Despite the final score, BG 
coach Nora Liu was still 
proud of her team's per- 
formance. 
"I THOUGHT WE played 
very well and hung in there," 
IJu said. "The girls never 
gave up and the score really 
doesn't tell the story." 
Dayton jumped ahead of 
the Falcons 41-23 in the first 
half, but BG played the 
Flyers on even terms until 
the final five minutes when 
the visitors scored 10 
unanswered points. 
The Ladybirds (5-81. 
connected on 26 of 74 action 
shots for 35 percent, while 
Dayton was 33 of 76 for 43 
percent 
JENNY      GILL      and 
Charissa Urbano were the 
only   two   Falcons   to  hit 
m9+9*»*»*»+9*m+*9++*\ 
double figures scoring 16 and 
14 points respectively. 
"Dayton is a good 
ballclub." Liu said. "We 
used a zone defense against 
them and I thought it was 
effective. What hurt us was 
their power and a couple of 
tall players that got inside 
against us." 
The Falcons will finish 
their regular season when 
they meet Miami Saturday 
at 2 p.m. -Bob Remicy 
' Newspholo  by Dave Ryan 
KYKI lifi THE ITCK-I ah .HI ieers John Marked (background center) and Ken Morrow (background 
;lr i « .   h ,s I. aminale Mark Wells races Iwo Lake Superior players for the puck in this past weekend 
I'll   Fal s clinched Hi.' CCHA title with the two wins. 
Cagers win again 




By Dan Firestone 
Stall Reporter 
A powerful Eastern 
Michigan team convincingly 
defeated the Bowling Green 
men's swimming team 
Friday, 75-36, in the last 
meet ever held at BG's 
Natatorium. 
Bruce Varana led the 
Hurons, now 6-3, as he won 
the freestyle and 200 meter 
breaststroke, and teammate 
Buck Crosthwaite set a new 
BG pool record (1:46.4) in 
the 200 meter freestyle. 
Bowling Green's out- 
standing sophomore 
freestyler Jeff Wolf won the 
50 and 100 meter events, 
Kurt Seibenick took the 
optional diving and Daryl 
Habel won the 200 meter 
backstroke. 
Habel, Bill Heinemann, 
Craig Casten and Greg 
Joseph won the 400 meter 
medley relay for the 
Falcons. 
Bowling Green finished its 
duel meet season at 3-5, their 
fourth straight losing 
campaign. 
Before the final 400 
freestyle relay, Stubbs 
recognized BG's seniors Don 
Luikart, Greg Joseph, Kurt 
Lee and Kurt Seibenick by 
introducing each of them to 
the crowd. 
Co-captain Luikart was a 
consistant scorer all season 
in the 200 individual medley, 
as was Lee in the 1,000 meter 
freestyle. Co-captain Joseph 
was an important member of 
BG's relay teams. 
Seibenick had a very 
successful final year. The 
senior from Toledo St. 
Francis won at least one of_ 
the two diving events in six" 
meets and twice won both 
events. 
By Dan Firestone 
SUM Reporter 
For a while in the second half, Western Michigan's 
basketball team must have thought they would never score 
again. 
The Broncos' scoring drought lasted almost ten minutes as 
Bowling Green ran off 23 straight points en route to a 66-44 
Mid-American Conference (MACi win in Anderson Arena 
Saturday. 
Coach John Weinert picked "yellow" from his list of eight 
colored defenses to shut down the Bronco scorers. 
. K WERE sw itching defenses very effectively." Weinert 
said. But they were making it look a lot better than it really 
was. 
"We knew they'd scouted us at Toledo. So we wanted 
something completely different. 
"We added a yellow defense for this game. All we were 
trying to do was trap the ball in the corner. That's where they 
like to start their offense. ' Weinert said. 
Vie encouraged them to pass the ball there. They adjusted 
their ollense a little when they saw what we were doing, but 
weren't getting the sliols they were used to. 
We're not a great delensive team, so we have lo Mickey 
Mouse and Donald Duck people That's what we're doing by 
switching to different things. Weil be O.K. if we don't run out 
ol colors. ' 
W.sTERN BUILT a 2H-22 lead in the first hall but some 
hustling play by Ron Hammyc gave the Falcons a one-point 
lead at the half. 
The "-10 senior from Genoa blocked a Dale Carnegie shot 
and scored the next two Falcon baskets. Hanunye found tlie 
range again as he hit his sixth bucket of the half with :(I6 
remaining to give the Falcons a 31-3(1 lead. 
Hammye has given us the hit so many limes this year, its 
unbelievable.  Weinert said. 
Grapplers get 
beating from 
Wl II I MINUTES to play. BG led 43-38 and the Broncos 
went ice cold. 
Western made just 18 percent of their shots. 7 of 39. in the 
second half, scoring just 14 points which was one more than 
the Anderson Arena record of 13 in one half by Miami in 1962. 
Finally, a Herm Randle jumper with 2:116 left ended the 
scoring skid and brought a jeering reaction from tlie crowd of 
2,426, But by that time Bowling Green had assured itself of 
improving to 7-4 in the MAC and 9-1.1 overall. 
• !'i| \ r . I'HF. coldest I've ever seen a college basketball 
team, ' Western Michigan coach Dick Shilts said. "BG 
played good delense and when we did get it inside, we 
missed. ' 
' Hanunye finished with a game-high lb points, hilling 8 of 13 
■hois, and his 10 rebounds tied Western's Mark Weishaar for 
high honors. 
Hammye. last week's MAC player-of-the-week. said af- 
terward. "1 tin night I played well here as a sophomore, but I 
had a bad junior year. This is probably my best. ' 
Hammye said part ol the Falcons success of late is because 
of the play of Rosie Barnes. 
Iflsl ' . COME in and run the ollense like nobody else 
had been able. I hat's had a lot to do with it." 
I luring the Falcons 23-41 flurry. Barnes scored six points. 
Duane Gray hit eight and Joe Fame added seven. 
Faine ended with lo points and 9 rebounds, while Gray 
scored 14. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN (441 Rod Curry 2 2 6. Dave Carneqie 2 0 
4. Mark Throop 3 0 6, Mark Weishaar 3 4 10. TodO Dietrich 2 0 4, 
Tooy Flannory 1 0 2. Herman Randlo 3 0 6. Tom Szvmanski 2 0 4, 
Sieve Jones I 0 2. TOTALS, 18 6 44. 
BOWLING GREEN (661 Joe Faine 4 / IS. Duane Gray 46 14. 
Milch Kopyslynsky I 0 2. Georqe Marshall 2 I i. Rosie Barnes 3 1 
8. Ron Hammye 8 0 16, DanShumaker 1 0 2. Emzer Shureids I 0 2. 
JimFeckley I 02.  TOTALS, 2S 1666. 
early morning 
Bobcats, 38-8 
By Tom Baumann 
AssisUnt Sports Editor 
Considering the way Ohio 
University's wrestling team 
handled Bowling Green, 
maybe the Falcons should 
have sUyed in bed. 
In an early 9 a.m. match 
Saturday, the Bobcats 
recorded four pins as they 
dealt the Falcons their 
sixth straight Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) loss, 38-8. 
Jay Liles and Dave Ibarra 
were the only winners for 
BG, each picking up a major 
decision. 
Liles defeated Henry 
Bacon, 14-4, while Ibarra 
recorded 10-1 win over Reed 
Moeller. Other than that, the 
Falcons looked dismal. 
• "IAY (LILES) wrestled 
his usual way and Ibarra 
looked good, but other than 
that we didn't do much," 
said Coach Pete Riesen 
shaking his head. "Little is 
too small to wrestle 126, and 
against a conference 
champion, what can you 
expect?" 
He was referring to Jerry 
Little, who replaced injured 
Larry Anzivine at 126. Little 
was pinned by Andy Daniels 
in 2:30. Daniels is the two- 
time defending MAC 118 
pound champion. 
Scott Conrad, replacing 
Pat Farrell, lost 12-6, before 
Greg Westhoven lost 17-7 in 
his first match as a Falcon. 
Westhoven replaced Tom 
Mitchell, who is still out with 
the flu. Even though he lost, 
Riesen had praise for the 
newcomer's debut. 
"He wrestled very well 
today," Riesen said. "He's 
going to be a great 
wrestler." 
MARK MAYER and Tom 
Cross both lost by decisions 
before OU registered three 
straight pins. 
Tom Jones pinned Matt 
White in :30, Mike Harris 
pinned Bob Clark in 3:07 and 
Dan Stokes was pinned by 
JerryFultzin3:30. 
The Falcons, now 6-6 
travel to Ohio SUte 
tomorrow evening, before 
completing their regular 
















The word at Pisanello's is hot 
submarine sandwiches. Italian, 
ham, ham and.cheese, salami, 
salami and cheese, meatball, roast 
beef. A sub never had it so good. 
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